
MAXIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS
As a leading technology distributor connecting devices to the cloud and accelerating growth 
for partners across hardware, software, connectivity, and cloud, ScanSource knows precisely 
what’s needed to see your project through from beginning to end. Our Custom Configuration 
Center (CCC) is one way we do just that.  
At the CCC, our team of technical experts provide full hardware and software integration and 
configuration services—all according to the specific needs of you and your customers. They 
assemble, tweak, and test everything to ensure it’s perfect before it even reaches your door. 
With our customized solutions, expert team and proven process, your project becomes a 
breeze, saving you valuable time and effort.

Discover the                            advantage.

CUSTOM
CONFIGURATION
CENTER
We empower your success, every step of the way.

ISO 9001:2015 Certified Facility Dedicated GB LAN 
with 800+ network ports

40,000 dedicated square feet 99.88% external quality rate, 
.12 external defect rate

25+ years of custom- 
integration experience

400+ ESD workbenches 
provide flexible scale

30 full-time associates Typical order-cycle time 
of 1-5 days

340,000+ solutions 
processed in CY23

Ability to ship 4,500 
configured devices 
in the US per day



SOLUTIONS OFFERINGS FOR TECHNOLOGIES:
 � Point-of-sale: Terminal and register integration, software and network configuration
 � Mobility: WWAN and WLAN, configuration, activation, connectivity testing 
 � Payment: Certified ESO, PCI-compliant and validated KIF, P2PE key injection 
 � Voice and data: VoIP phone provisioning, SMB/ECG and UC system configuration
 � Networking: Configuration of network settings, switch/router/firewall/access points
 � Security: Setup of servers, controllers, NVRS, cameras, firmware, patches, and remote access.

CAPABILITIES:
 � Full hardware and software integration and configuration
 � Reconfiguration and final channel assembly solutions 
 � Wireless mobility application loading and cellular activation
 � Pre-bundled and pre-built custom hardware/software solutions available on demand
 � Custom labeling and reporting, kitting and packaging, and image management 

Ensured
quality

Improved
cash flow and 

use of resources

Decreased 
installation 

intervals/costs

Freight cost 
savings by shipping 

directly to customers

BENEFITS OF CCC:

Let us be the cost-effective, real-time extension to your company! 
Call today at 800.944.2432 or visit scansource.com/services/CCC.

Discover the                            advantage.

AT A GLANCE


